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Abstract. The horizontal and temporal variations of static stability prior to blocking onset are characterized through composite

analysis of twenty blocking events in the Southern Hemisphere. It is found that, along with a low potential vorticity (PV)

anomaly formation, a local minimum of static stability in the upper troposphere and on the tropopause is achieved over the

block-onset region when blocking onset takes place. By partitioning the isentropic PV into the absolute vorticity and static

stability contributions, it is found that they account for roughly 70 % and 30 % of low-PV anomaly formation over the block-5

onset region, respectively. A static stability budget analysis revealed that the decrease of static stability in the upper troposphere

and on the tropopuase prior to blocking onset is attributable to horizontal advection of low static stability from subtropics to

midlatitude as well as the stretching effect associated with upper-level convergence over the block-onset region, with the

horizontal advection forcing being the primary contributor. On the other hand, the vertical advection of static stability tends

to oppose the decreasing static stability through advecting more stable air downward such that it stabilizes the local air over10

the block-onset region. Furthermore, the direct effect of diabatic heating is negligible as its magnitude is generally an order

of magnitude smaller than other effects in the static stability budget. Nevertheless, the indirect effect of diabatic heating,

manifested as the advection of low static stability by diabatically forced upper-tropospheric outflow, greatly favors blocking

onsets by destabilizing the air upstream block-onset region.

1 Introduction15

Atmospheric blocking is commonly characterized as a stagnant large anticyclone or, sometimes, a cyclone-anticyclone dipole

pattern that interrupts the eastward moving synoptic systems and thus leads to extreme weather conditions such as cold air

outbreak, heat waves and drought. There have been many studies of mechanisms for atmospheric blocking onset and main-

tenance including instability theory (Frederiksen, 1982; Swanson, 2001), eddy-mean flow interactions (Green, 1977; Austin,

1980; Shutts, 1983; Illari, 1984; Mullen, 1987), the role of upstream explosive cyclogenesis (Tsou and Smith, 1990; Colucci20

and Alberta, 1996; Nakamura et al., 1997; Lupo and Smith, 1998) and Rossby wave breaking (Pelly and Hoskins, 2003; Masato

et al., 2012).
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Among many factors that collectively determine the onset of blocking, static stability, the vertical temperature stratification

of the atmosphere, plays an important role in governing the stability of atmosphere within which baroclinic disturbances grow.

In the framework of quasigeostrophic theory, static stability is assumed to be a function of height only, i.e. it is uniform25

on the horizontal surfaces. Nevertheless, the nature of the horizontal and temporal variability of the static stability could

be important for understanding the onset of blocking. Based on the Eady linear growth rate (Eady, 1949), the baroclinic

disturbances tend to grow rapidly in an atmosphere with low stability and vice versa. In the framework of baroclinic instability,

Frederiksen (1982) employed a two-layer spherical quasi-geostrophic model to examine how cyclogenesis and blocking onset

would occur given different static stability. It is found that the fastest growing perturbations with monopole structure, which30

resemble cyclogenesis, take place in a relatively unstable mean flow, whereas perturbations with high-low dipole structure,

which resemble blocking, occur in a less unstable flow. Smith and Tsou (1988) characterized the static stability variations

during the development of an intense extratropical cyclone through a generalized height tendency equation and found that

static stability plays a dual role in a synoptic-scale wave development, namely, it not only determines the stability condition

of the mean flow, but also acts as a forcing term on the height tendency field through the vertical advection of static stability.35

Moreover, Smith and Tsou (1988) showed that the static stability in the lower troposphere reached its minimum at the initial

stage of cyclone development and then increased during the rapid cyclone intensification process. This finding is consistent

with Frederiksen (1982) in that the baroclinic disturbances are favored to grow in a background flow with relatively low static

stability.

So far there have been numerous studies on characterizing static stability (Frierson, 2006; Frierson and Davis, 2011; Grise40

et al., 2010; O’Gorman, 2011; Erler and Wirth, 2011), but most of these studies are focused on the global structure of static

stability. Duran and Molinari (2019) used a static stability budget equation to extensively examine the upper-level static stability

variations during the rapid intensification of a simulated tropical cyclone. Nevertheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,

no studies have been carried out yet to systematically quantify static stability variations associated with blocking onset. In

addition, based on the definition of isentropic potential vorticity (PV) proposed by Hoskins et al. (1985), the change of PV45

on isentropic surfaces is due to the changes of absolute vorticity and static stability, respectively. When blocking takes place,

the formation of low-PV anomaly over the block-onset region can be attributed to either the low absolute vorticity anomaly

or low static stability anomaly. However, how much the low static stability anomaly contributes to the low-PV formation over

the block-onset region has not been exclusively quantified so far. Hence, in this study, we intend to address three questions:

(1) What are the key characteristics of static stability evolutions during blocking onset? (2) How much does static stability50

contribute to initiate blocking onset? and (3) What causes the static stability variations during blocking onset? We will attempt

to answer these questions through both single and composite case studies of blocking onsets. Given that the influence of

continent distribution is relatively small in the Southern Hemisphere (SH), compared to the Northern Hemisphere (NH), we

intend to focus on the SH in this study for the purpose of simplicity.

Regarding the above question (3), we are particularly interested in addressing the influence of latent heating on static stability55

variations during blocking onset. Recent studies have shown that moist dynamics is equally important to blocking onset,

relative to the dry dynamics, in that the ascending motion due to the lower-level cloud-associated latent heating release results
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in a cross-isentropic ascent and strong divergent outflow at upper troposphere and tropopause (Pfahl et al., 2015; Steinfeld

and Pfahl, 2019). These cross-isentropic ascending air parcels experience substantial PV modifications by latent heating and

generate a net vertical transport of anticyclonic PV anomalies in the upper troposphere (Hoskins et al., 1985; Wernli and Davies,60

1997; Methven, 2015). These injected anticyclonic PV anomalies are usually associated with tropopause folds, downstream

ridge amplification, and Rossby wave modulation which are closely linked to blocking onset (Grams et al., 2011; Teubler

and Riemer, 2016; Madonna et al., 2014). The injection of diabatically processed anticyclonic PV is usually interpreted as

the direct effect of latent heat release upon the upper-level flow whereas the poleward advection of anticyclonic PV by the

diabatically driven outflow is interpreted as the indirect effect of latent heating (Croci-Maspoli and Davies, 2009; Quinting and65

Reeder, 2017; Parker et al., 2013; Grams et al., 2011; Grams and Archambault, 2016; Teubler and Riemer, 2016). The warm

conveyor belt (WCB) of extratropical cyclones, namely the intense ascending moist airflows rising from lower troposphere into

upper troposphere while moving polewards, is the most typical weather system that is associated with predominant latent heat

release over the midlatitudes (Madonna et al., 2014; Wernli, 1997). In addition, other weather systems such as predecessor rain

events (PREs) studied by Grams and Archambault (2016) and the extratropical transition (ET) of tropical cyclones (Grams and70

Archambault, 2016; Grams et al., 2013, 2011; Riemer et al., 2008; Archambault et al., 2013; Bosart and Lackmann, 1997) are

also particularly associated with strong latent heat release. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the role of latent heating in

blocking onset from the perspective of static stability in the present study.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. A detailed explanation of a static stability tendency equation is presented

in section 2. The blocking detection criteria and data sets used for this study are described in section 3. In section 4, the synoptic75

evolutions of a selected 1999 July blocking event and composite blocking events prior to block onset are depicted through the

isentropic PV (IPV) perspective. In section 5, characteristics of static stability evolution associated with blocking onset are

presented. Section 6 is focused on static stability budget analysis using the static stability tendency equation. Finally, overall

discussion and conclusions are given in section 7.

2 Diagnostic model80

Following Bluestein (1992), an adiabatic and frictionless quasigeostrophic diagnostic equation for the geopotential height (z)

tendency field can be written as below
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Here Vg is the geostrophic wind, ∇p is the gradient operator in spherical coordinates on a constant pressure (p) surface, f0

is the Coriolis parameter, g is gravity, and σ is the static stability parameter written as85

σ = −
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which is assumed to vary with pressure only. Here α is specific volume and R is ideal gas constant. It is readily clear that the90

static stability parameter influences the rate of development of synoptic-scale systems through its appearance in both a forcing

term as well as the operator in front of height tendency.

Starting from the thermodynamic equation, Bluestein (1992) derived the static stability tendency equation as follows
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where δ = ∂u
∂x + ∂v

∂y . In Eq. (4), the left hand side is the static stability tendency term which represents the local change of static95

stability. Since the static stability parameter σ is ∂θ
∂p multiplied by a factor −R

p

[(
p
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]
, Eq. (4) can be interpreted as the

isobaric tendency equation of static stability. On the right hand side, term 1 is the differential temperature advection, term 2 is

the vertical advection of static stability, term 3 is the local change of static stability induced by vertical stretching or shrinking

of an air column, and term 4 is the differential diabatic heating.

Based on the previous discussion regarding the direct and indirect effects of the latent heat release to blocking onset, we100

decompose the wind vector V into rotational wind Vr and divergent wind Vd. Thus the the differential temperature advection

(term 1) can be rewritten as

− ∂

∂p
(−V · ∇pθ) =− ∂
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∂
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(−Vd · ∇pθ) (5)

where the first term on the right hand side represents the differential temperature advection by the rotational wind and the

second term by the divergent wind.105

Hence, Eq. (4) can be further expanded as follows
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Equation (6) shows that a local change of static stability may be caused by horizontal and vertical advection of static stability

through terms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Note that these terms can only move static stability from one place to another, but they

can neither create or destroy stability (Bluestein, 1992). However, static stability may be locally generated or destroyed through110

vertical shrinking or stretching effect of an air column, as represented in term 4. It can also be generated or destroyed locally

through the diabatic heating effect as shown in term 5. Hence terms from 1 through 5 in Eq. (6) work collectively to alter the

local change of static stability. The results of detailed static stability budget analysis will be presented in Section 6.
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3 Data

The Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2) from NASA Global Modeling115

and Assimilation Office (GMAO) is used in this study. The data is on a 0.5o× 0.625o regular grid with 42 vertical levels for

the period 1980-2016. Specifically, the 3-hourly instantaneous pressure-level meteorological fields are utilized in the follow-

ing computation, except for the diabatic heating, which is based on the 3-hourly time-averaged pressure-level temperature

tendencies.

A variety of blocking detection approaches have been utilized by previous studies of blocking onsets, with each approach120

having pros and cons as detailed in Barnes et al. (2012). Following Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019), we detected blocking based

on an absolute geopotential height reversal-based (AGP) blocking index (Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990) and PV-anomaly-based

(APV) blocking index (Pelly and Hoskins, 2003; Schwierz et al., 2004), respectively. The AGP blocking index primarily

detects the flank of the anticyclonic circulation anomalies where westerly winds are reversed, while the APV blocking index

focuses on the center of the anomalous anticyclonic circulation. Specifically, we used a modified version of the AGP blocking125

index from Tibaldi and Molteni (1990), with details of the detection algorithm described in Watson and Colucci (2002) where

blocking is defined as a negative zonal index persistent for at least five days and spanning at least 20 degrees of longitude. Here

the negative zonal index is defined as 500 hPa geopotential heights being higher at 60oS than at 40oS. The first day on which

this blocking index criterion is met is defined as block onset for a specific blocking event. Furthermore, in order to ensure that

these detected blocking cases also meet the APV blocking index, we screened these blocking cases against PV-anomaly based130

blocking criteria. Finally, 20 typical blocking cases are selected among all blocking cases detected based on the combination

of the AGP and APV blocking indices during 1980-2010. Table 1 lists the selected blocking cases with the corresponding

block-onset date and western boundary of the block-onset region. Detailed description of the synoptic evolutions of a selected

blocking case and composite blocking cases will be presented in the following section. Note that in this study PV values are

multiplied by -1 in the SH such that the low-PV anomaly concept associated with blocking onset in the NH is equally applied135

to the SH.
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Table 1. Selected 20 blocking events in the SH during 1980-2010.

Case ID block-onset day west boundary of block-onset region

1 06/09/1986 160o W

2 06/24/1986 167.5o W

3 07/27/1986 137.5o W

4 06/20/1987 135o W

5 07/05/1987 127.5o W

6 08/15/1988 112.5o W

7 05/20/1991 127.5o W

8 06/15/1992 155o W

9 05/29/1994 172.5o W

10 09/17/1994 165o W

11 07/25/1999 167.5o W

12 07/11/2000 68o W

13 08/23/2000 135o E

14 06/09/2002 122o W

15 08/11/2002 138o W

16 03/17/2003 134o W

17 08/27/2003 177o W

18 06/01/2005 152o W

19 06/19/2006 142 o W

20 07/23/2008 166o E

4 Synoptic evolution of blocking events

In order to better understand variations in static stability associated with block onset, we follow Hoskins et al. (1985) to

examine the blocking evolution from the perspective of IPV which contains both dynamic and thermodynamic processes as

shown below.140

IPV =−g(ζθ + f)
∂θ

∂p
, (7)

where ζθ is the relative vorticity on the isentropic surfaces. Since IPV is conserved on isentropic surfaces for adiabatic and

frictionless processes, it can be used as a tracer to keep track of the air parcel. From Eq. (7), it is readily clear that IPV can be

altered through changes in absolute vorticity or static stability.

Generally, the stratosphere is characterized by large IPV values because of high static stability in the stratosphere whereas the145

troposphere is distinguished by low IPV values due to relatively low static stability in the troposphere. For a typical isentropic
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surface on which the troposphere and stratosphere are intersected, such as 320 K surface, generally, the high latitudes are

featured with stratospheric high IPV but the subtropics featured with tropospheric low IPV. Commonly, relative minima of

IPV that originated from the subtropics can extrude poleward and may become a cut-off ridge that is closely associated with a

blocking anticyclone (Hoskins et al., 1985). This is also known as a PV streamer according to the previous studies (Appenzeller150

and Davies, 1992; Nielsen-Gammon, 2001; Wernli and Sprenger, 2007). Next, we will present the synoptic evolutions of a

selected blocking event as well as 20 blocking events composite from the perspective of IPV.

4.1 July 1999 blocking case

Figure 1 depicts the evolution of the July 1999 blocking case for the five days prior to block onset through the block-onset day.

A classic dipole blocking structure that resembles the one described by Rex (1950) is readily observed on 25 July, which is the155

objectively defined block-onset day. This blocking case lasted for six days through 30 July (not shown), when the anticyclone

of the dipole started to retrogress and, in a consequence, the blocking structure dissolved. As this case was also extensively

studied by Dong and Colucci (2005), to which the reader is referred for a detailed synoptic description.
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Figure 1. 500 hPa height analyses of July 20-25, 1999. The block-onset day is July 25, 1999. The block-onset region is outlined by a

rectangle. The contour interval is 60 m.

Figure 2 depicts the IPV anomaly evolution on 320 K isentropic surface of the July 1999 blocking event for the 5-day

pre-blocking period through the block-onset day. Here the IPV anomaly is computed as the difference between the analyzed160

IPV and the long-term mean IPV. On 22 July, a low IPV anomaly started to extrude poleward and became a cut-off low IPV

anomaly on the following day. On 24 July, one day prior to block onset, an upstream new low IPV tongue started to extend

poleward and then merged with the stranded cut-off low IPV anomaly on the block-onset day. The markedly low IPV anomaly
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dominant over the block-onset region manifests as block onset as shown in Fig. 1f, with the center of the low IPV anomaly

located around (160o W, 65o S). It is readily evident that strong northwesterly winds upstream the low IPV anomaly center are165

largely effective in advecting low IPV air poleward. Note that the block-onset region outlined in Fig. 1 is based on the AGP

blocking index, which is slightly equatoward of the low IPV anomaly center.

Figure 2. IPV anomaly on 320 K isentropic surface for July 20-25, 1999. The contour interval is 1.0 PVU, where 1

PVU=10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1. The horizontal velocity vectors are shown in arrows with the magnitude scale located on the lower right corner

in unit of m s−1. The block-onset region is outlined with a rectangle.
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Figure 3 shows a vertical cross section of PV anomaly and isentropes, taken over the blocking center, on pressure surfaces for

the block-onset day of the July 1999 blocking event. The black dark dashed contour is the 2 PVU surface that is commonly used

to represent the location of the dynamical tropopause (Hoskins, 1997). It is evident that the dynamical tropopause experiences170

undulations near the positive and negative PV anomaly centers. Over the block-onset region, the dynamical tropopause is

elevated due to a striking low-PV anomaly structure whereas the dynamical tropopause sinks over upstream of the block-onset

region due to a strong high-PV anomaly associated with the upstream cyclone.

Figure 3. Vertical cross section of PV anomaly (shade), isentropes (K) (thin grey line) and PV=2 PVU contour (thick black dash line) for

July 25, 1999 (block onset day). The cross section is taken at 60 o S. The block-onset region is highlighted with a narrow black rectangle

along the longitude axis.

4.2 Composite blocking

The selected 20 SH blocking events during 1980-2010 are analyzed in a composite way such that the composite results are175

presented in a block onset relative coordinate where the longitude is pseudo longitude and the block-onset region is centered

at 180o W.

In a similar fashion to the July 1999 blocking case, the 500 hPa composite height field started to split into poleward and

equatorward branches near block-onset region on day-5 as shown in Fig. 4a. The poleward branch continued to amplify on the

following days and a dominant anticyclonic ridge was resulted on one day prior to block onset, as shown in Fig. 4e. On the180

block-onset day, the anticyclonic structure continued to grow poleward while a cyclonic structure formed equatorward. This

quasi-dipole pattern in the blocking composite considerably resembles that of the July 1999 blocking event on the block-onset

day as shown in Fig. 1f, with the latter featuring greater amplitudes.
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Figure 4. Same as in Fig 1 except for composite blocking events during 5-day pre-blocking period and block-onset day. The longitude is a

pseudo longitude along which the block-onset region is centered at 180 o W.
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In terms of PV anomaly evolution on the 320 K surface as shown in Fig. 5, the composite results show a very similar sequence

as seen in the July 1999 blocking case, featuring a low IPV anomaly, originated from subtropics, gradually penetrating poleward185

prior to block onset. When the low PV anomaly further extrudes poleward while maintaining its strong anticyclonic circulation,

it usually becomes a cut-off low PV anomaly. To some extent, this process is similar to PV wave breaking during which the

planetary waves are amplified such that they become too large to be maintained (Pelly and Hoskins, 2003).

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 2 except for composite blocking events during 5-day pre-blocking period and block-onset day.
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Figure 6 shows the vertical cross section of PV anomaly and isentropes on pressure surfaces for the composite block-onset

day. It is evident that over the composite block-onset region, which is centered at 180o W, the upper-troposphere is character-190

ized by a predominant low-PV anomaly, resulting in a well-elevated tropopause over the composite block-onset region. The

cyclones upstream and downstream of the composite block-onset region are both associated with high-PV anomaly and sinking

tropopause, with the former featuring a greater magnitude. Nevertheless, in terms of the PV anomaly intensity, the composite

blocking structure features a stronger PV anomaly pattern, relative to the composite upstream cyclones.

Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 3 except for the composite blocking events. The longitude axis is pseudo longitude. The composite block onset

region is centered at 180o W.

5 Static stability characterization195

5.1 Climatology of static stability

Before we proceed to discuss the variations of static stability associated with blocking onsets, first, we will present the global

climatology of static stability. Figure 7 displays the long-term mean static stability parameter σ, as shown in Eq. (3), at 300

hPa for SH winter (JJA) and summer (DJF) respectively. Given 300 hPa is near the tropopause, it is evident that the subtropics

are dominated by tropospheric air associated with relatively low static stability while the high latitudes are dominated by200

stratospheric air characterized by large static stability, as depicted in Fig. 7. This is consistent with Grise et al. (2010) who

identified a minimum in static stability in the tropical upper troposphere. In Fig. 7, the latitude zone where the troposphere

intersects stratosphere is characterized with strong meridional gradient of static stability. As the season evolves from winter to
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summer in the SH, this zone gradually migrates poleward since tropopause is higher over tropics in summer than winter and

there is a wider tropical latitude band that is characterized by tropospheric air at 300 hPa.205

Figure 7. Climatology of 300 hPa static stability (1981-2010) in the Southern Hemisphere during JJA in (a) and DJF in (b). The contour

interval is 10× 10−3 m2 s−2 hPa−2.

5.2 Blocking-associated static stability

Figure 8 shows the sequence of 300 hPa static stability anomaly overlaid with 500 hPa geopotential heights during the 5-day

pre-blocking period and block-onset day for the July 1999 blocking event. Here the static stability anomaly is computed as the

difference between the analyzed static stability and the long-term mean static stability. The block-onset day is July 25, 1999.

On July 20, a local minimum of static stability shows up on the lower left corner of the block-onset region, associated with the210
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anticyclonic ridge approaching to the block-onset region. As the ridge amplifies on the following day, the local minimum of

static stability continues to intensify. On July 22, in addition to the existing local minimum of static stability on the poleward

side of the block-onset region, another local stability minimum emerges, accompanying a ridge on the equatorward side of

the block-onset region. On July 23, these two local stability minima start to merge and stay through the block-onset day. The

evolution of the static stability minima is accompanied by the blocking anticyclone formation. Here the evolution of upper-215

troposphere static stability prior to block onset bears a close resemblance to the IPV evolution, as shown in Fig. 2, in that both

quantities feature a local minimum over the block-onset region approaching the block-onset day.

The characteristic evolution of static stability is more evident from the sequence of composite static stability anomaly, shown

in Fig. 9, as a relatively weak tongue of low static stability gradually dips poleward as a ridge starts to amplify upstream block-

onset region five days before the block-onset day. Recall from the climatology of static stability discussed above, it is clear that220

the low static stability associated with tropospheric air in subtropics is advected poleward to the midlatitudes. For the following

a few days, the low static stability tongue is further intensified and propagates into the block-onset region. On the block-onset

day, the low static stability reaches its local minimum over the block-onset region. Once again, the evolution of composite

upper-troposphere static stability closely resembles that of the composite IPV anomaly, as shown in Fig. 5, with both quantities

reaching a local minimum over the block-onset region on the block-onset day.225

5.3 Attributions of IPV changes to static stability

In order to explicitly quantify the relative contribution of static stability variations to IPV changes, we derive the local change

of IPV attributable to the local changes of static stability and absolute vorticity, respectively, as follows.

Eq. (7) may be schematically written as

IPV = A ·B, (8)230

where A = g(ζθ + f) and B =−∂θ
∂p .

By taking the derivative over both sides of Eq. (8), it becomes

δ(IPV ) = δ(A ·B)

= AδB + BδA (9)

After both sides of Eq. (9) are divided by IPV, it becomes235

δ(IPV )
IPV

=
AδB

AB
+

BδA

AB

=
δB

B
+

δA

A
(10)

Hence, Eq. (10) readily shows that the relative change of IPV is attributed to the relative changes of static stability and

absolute vorticity, respectively. Here the local change of IPV, absolute vorticity and static stability, i.e. δ(IPV ), δA and δB,

can be approximately estimated as the anomalous departure from their corresponding long-term mean values. Therefore, the240

relative change is estimated as the anomaly values divided by the analyzed values.
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Figure 8. 300 hPa static stability anomaly (shade) for the blocking event during July 20-25, 1999, in unit of 10−3 m2 s−2 hPa−2, overlaid

with 500 hPa geopotential height (contour) in interval of 60 m. The block-onset day is July 25, 1999. The block-onset region is outlined with

the rectangle.

The Eq. (10) is applied to both the July 1999 blocking case and the composite blocking cases, as shown in Fig. 10 and

Fig. 11, respectively. Both figures demonstrate that, in general, the local decrease of IPV is dominant over the block-onset

region, with the local decrease of absolute vorticity accounting for 70 % of IPV change and the local decrease of static stability

accounting for 30 % of IPV change. In other words, the formation of low-PV anomaly over block region is determined jointly245

by absolute vorticity and static stability. Hence, the investigation of the local change of static stability would shed light on

understanding the dynamic evolution of blocking events.
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Figure 9. Same as in Fig. 8 except for the composite blocking events during 5-day pre-blocking period and block-onset day.
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Figure 10. The relative change (in percentage) of IPV in (a), absolute vorticity in (b), static stability in (c) and the sum of (b) and (c) as

shown in (d) on 320 K for the block-onset day, July 25, 1999.

Figure 11. Same as in Fig. 10 except for the composite blocking events.
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6 Static stability budget analysis

Given the local minimum of static stability accompanied with block onset, one may wonder what processes might cause it.

Recall from the earlier discussion regarding the static stability tendency equation as shown in Eq. (6), a local change of static250

stability may be caused by horizontal or vertical advection of static stability through terms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Moreover,

static stability may be created or destroyed through vertical stretching or shrinking of an air column represented in term 4.

That is, the horizontal convergence accompanied by stretching would move two isentropic surfaces farther apart and thus result

in the decrease of static stability, while the horizontal divergence accompanied by shrinking would move two surfaces closer

such that the static stability would increase. The differential diabatic heating, as in term 5, can also generate or destroy the255

static stability. In addition, in terms of contributions of diabatic heating to the static stability budget, term 5 and term 2 can be

interpreted as the direct and indirect effects of diabatic heating, respectively.

Figure 12 illustrates the 6 hourly change of each term in the static stability tendency equation at 300 hPa isobaric surface

on day-5 prior to block onset for the composite blocking cases. The day-5 was chosen here because each term of the static

stability tendency equation features the most representative patterns during the 5-day pre-blocking period. The following results260

still hold regardless of which exact day was selected during the 5-day pre-blocking period. Figure 12 (a) shows the total static

stability tendency and it is apparent that the block-onset region, particularly the upstream and poleward area, is characterized by

decreasing static stability. Figure 12 (b) and (c) show the static stability tendency due to horizontal advection by the rotational

and divergent wind, respectively. Both terms contribute to the decreasing static stability over the block-onset region, with the

rotational component being the leading contributor and divergent component being the secondary contributor. Over the area265

characterized by the negative static stability tendency near block-onset region, the rotational wind is prevailingly southwesterly

which advects low static stability into the block-onset region while the divergent wind generates convergence over the lower

boundary of the block-onset region and divergence over the upper-left block-onset region, both leading to decreasing static

stability. Figure 12 (d) shows that the vertical advection term opposes the advection term through enhancing the static stability

over the middle and lower left block-onset region instead. The 300 hPa vertical velocity field in Fig. 12 (d) reveals that a strong270

sinking motion is dominant over the block-onset region such that it advects more stable air downward from the stratosphere

thereby locally stabilizing the atmosphere column. Figure 12 (e) indicates the decreasing static stability tendency due to the

stretching effect as the strong upper-level convergence field over the lower boundary of the block-onset region results in

the stretching effect which locally destabilizes the air accordingly. Figure 12 (f) shows the direct effect of diabatic heating

upon static stability tendency. In general, the equatorward side of the block-onset region is distinguished by decreasing static275

stability whereas the poleward side is dominated by increasing static stability. This is in contrast with the indirect effect of

diabatic heating as shown in Fig. 12 (c) in which the block-onset region and the upstream region are entirely associated with

decreasing static stability. In other words, the indirect effect of diabatic heating persistently favors the onset of blocking.

Table 2 and Table 3 list the calculated static stability tendency attributed to each term in the static stability budget, area-

averaged over the block-onset region, for the July 1999 blocking case and the composite blocking cases, respectively, during280

the 5-day pre-blocking period and block onset day. The July 1999 blocking case demonstrates that the area-averaged total
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analyzed static stability tendency is generally negative as block onset time approaches. In general, the horizontal advection

effects, including rotational and divergent components, and stretching term both favor block onset by contributing decreasing

static stability whereas the vertical advection term tends to oppose block onset with increasing static stability. The direct effect

of diabatic heating persistently opposes block onset while the indirect effect of diabatic heating persistently favors block onset285

instead. The composite blocking results in Table 3 further strengthen these findings with more consistency among 5 days before

block onset, except for the direct effect of diabatic heating, which is in small negative values implying favoring block onset.

Nevertheless, since the magnitude of the direct effect of diabatic heating is nearly an order of magnitude smaller than other

terms, its effect can be negligible. Instead, the indirect effect of diabatic heating stands out as one of the primary contributors

to block onset.290
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Figure 12. 300 hPa 6 h total static stability tendency (shaded) in (a), and resolved static stability tendency due to rotational wind advection

(shaded) in (b), divergent wind advection (shaded) in (c), vertical advection (shaded) in (d), stretching term (shaded) in (e) and diabatic

heating term (shaded) in (f), in units of 10−3 m2 s−2 hPa−2 (6 h)−1, for the composite blocking events on day-5 prior to block-onset day.

The 500 hPa geopotential heights (contour) are overlaid in all subfigures except (d). The 300 hPa rotational wind vector is shown in (b), and

divergent wind vector is shown in (c) and (e). The 300 hPa vertical velocity is shown in (d) in contour, in units of hPa s−1. The composite

pseudo block-onset region is highlighted in the black rectangle, which is centered at 180o W.
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Table 2. Calculated static stability tendency and each contribution term averaged over the block-onset region for the July 1999 blocking case.

July 1999 blocking case Total tendency Rotational Divergent Vertical Stretching Diabatic

Day-5 -22.6 -44.2 -4.3 30.0 -26.1 1.9

Day-4 -0.6 -16.8 -2.0 12.7 -8.5 2.8

Day-3 -3.1 -5.1 -1.3 5.2 -1.7 2.6

Day-2 -0.3 -2.7 -1.2 0.0 0.6 2.7

Day-1 5.0 7.0 -1.1 -0.6 2.3 2.1

Day-0 7.2 4.7 -2.5 2.1 2.1 1.5

6-day average -2.4 -9.5 -2.1 8.2 -5.2 2.3

Table 3. Same as in Table 2 except for the composite blocking cases.

Composite blocking cases Total tendency Rotational Divergent Vertical Stretching Diabatic

Day-5 -2.4 -6.0 -3.8 6.6 -5.9 -0.3

Day-4 0.3 -4.8 -2.8 6.8 -4.6 -0.2

Day-3 -3.5 -8.8 -2.7 7.9 -6.4 -0.3

Day-2 -6.6 -10.7 -2.5 8.6 -6.9 -0.3

Day-1 -5.9 -11.0 -2.1 6.8 -5.2 -0.3

Day-0 0.8 -0.7 -1.7 4.6 -1.9 -0.1

6-day average -2.9 -7.0 -2.6 6.9 -5.2 -0.3

As in Figure 12, Figure 13 presents the same terms in the static stability budget except in the form of area-average values

from 700 hPa throughout 100 hPa. It is readily observed that within the upper-troposphere the total analyzed static stability

tendency, horizontal advection term by the rotational and divergent wind, and the stretching term are generally distinguished

by decreasing static stability whereas the vertical advection term is associated with increasing static stability. As for the direct

effect of diabatic heating, the vertical profile tends to oscillate along the zero axis and its values are generally at least an order295

of magnitude smaller than other terms. Therefore, the aforementioned findings are once again confirmed.
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Figure 13. Same as in Fig. 12, except for the vertical profiles.
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Based on Table 3, Fig. 14 provides a comparison between the total analyzed static stability tendency, i.e. the left hand side

of Eq. (6), and the total calculated static stability tendency, i.e. the sum of the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6) over

the a 6 h interval, for the composite blocking cases during the 5-day pre-blocking period and the block-onset day. Generally

speaking, the temporal evolution of the two quantities is reasonably similar. The discrepancies between the two quantities can300

be attributed to several reasons including comparing an instantaneous tendency with a finite-time difference and the omission of

some subgrid-scale processes. Nevertheless, these discrepancies do not compromise the physical interpretations of our results.

This is aligned with Teubler and Riemer (2016) who analyzed Rossby wave packets dynamics in terms of PV tendency equation

and also found reasonable differences between their total analyzed and calculated PV tendencies.
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Figure 14. Comparison between total analyzed and calculated 6 h static stability tendency, in units of 10−3 m2 s−2 hPa−2 (6 h)−1, for the

composite blocking events during the 5-day pre-blocking period and the block-onset day. The x axis represents day-5, day-4, day-3, day-2,

day-2, day-1 and block-onset day, from left to right.
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Figure 15. Sea level pressure (contour, in unit of hPa) and vertically averaged diabatic heating from 700 hPa to 500 hPa (shaded, in unit of

K/day) for the composite blocking events during 5-day pre-blocking period and block-onset day.

In order to clearly depict the contributions of diabatic heating to static stability tendency, Fig. 15 shows the vertically305

averaged diabatic heating within 700-500 hPa overlaid over the sea level pressure field for the composite blocking events

during the pre-blocking period. It is readily found that the diabatic heating is dominant over the surface cyclones upstream of

block-onset region. This is consistent with previous studies that the cyclogenesis-associated latent heat release largely favors

and contributes to the block onset (Colucci and Alberta, 1996). It is also consistent with studies on WCB of extratropical

cyclones in that the intense ascending moist airflows over the WCB rise from lower troposphere into upper troposphere while310

moving polewards and this process generates significant amount of latent heating (Madonna et al., 2014; Wernli, 1997). In
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particular, the indirect effect of diabatic heating, manifested as the advection of low PV (or small static stability) by the upper-

tropospheric outflow resulting from the diabatic forcing, largely favors the block onset over the upstream of block-onset region,

as shown in Fig. 12 (c). In addition, Fig. 15 also reveals that the diabatic heating release is dominant over the low pressure

center equatorward of the blocking high center. This is also reflected in Fig. 12 (f) where the static stability tendency resolved315

into the direct diabatic heating effect is featured with negative values equatorward of block-onset region and positive values

poleward side. In general, the indirect effect of diabatic heating outperforms the direct effect such that the overall effect of

diabatic heating is favorable to block onset.

7 conclusions and discussion

Static stability is a fundamental dynamical quantity that defines the vertical temperature stratification of the atmosphere. In320

terms of blocking onset, static stability plays an important role in determining the stability of the atmosphere where baroclinic

instability can be amplified and continue to grow. Most studies on block onset mechanisms are carried out from the perspective

of isentropic potential vorticity, i.e. block onset is manifested as a low-PV anomaly. In fact, the change of PV is composed of

two parts, namely the change of absolute vorticity and static stability. Nevertheless how much the contribution of static stability

is to the low-PV anomaly formation accompanied with blocking onset is yet unknown. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,325

so far no investigations have been done on block onset from the perspective of static stability. In the present study, we intend

to better understand the nature of horizontal and temporal variability of static stability associated with blocking onset.

In this study, twenty representative blocking cases are selected from the SH blocking climatology objectively detected based

on the combined AGP and APV blocking indices. The composite analysis shows that static stability in the upper troposphere

and on the tropopause reached its local minimum over the block-onset region on the block-onset day, which is consistent with330

Smith and Tsou (1988) and Frederiksen (1982) who suggested that baroclinic disturbances are favored to grow in a relatively

unstable atmosphere. The local minimum of static stability over block-onset region is also coincident with the local minimum

of PV present in the same region. By partitioning the low-PV anomaly over the block-onset region into the absolute vorticity

and static stability contributions, it is found that they account for roughly 70 % and 30 % of low-PV anomaly formation,

respectively.335

Through static stability budget analysis, we found that the horizontal advection of static stability is the leading contributor

for destabilizing atmosphere over the block-onset region, i.e. the relatively low static stability over subtropics is advected

poleward so as to decrease the static stability in the midlatitude. In addition, the stretching effect associated with upper-level

convergence over block-onset region is found to destabilize atmosphere as well, with a relatively smaller magnitude compared

to the horizontal advection contribution though. On the other hand, the vertical advection of static stability accompanied by340

the strong sinking motion in the upper troposphere is found to oppose the decreasing static stability as the sinking air tends

to advect more stable air downward and hence stabilize the local air over the block-onset region. Our result is consistent with

Teubler and Riemer (2016) who used a PV-potential temperature framework to analyze Rossby wave packets dynamics in that

the dry-dynamics processes are key contributors to blocking onset and Rossby wave packets formations.
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In terms of diabatic heating contribution to block onset, the direct effect is negligible given its magnitude is generally an345

order of magnitude smaller than other effects. Nevertheless, the indirect effect of diabatic heating, manifested as the advection

of low PV (or low static stability) by the diabatically forced upper-tropospheric divergent outflow, largely favors the block

onset by destabilizing the air over the upstream of block-onset region. Thus the overall effect of diabatic heating is favorable

to the formation of block onset. This finding confirms the study of Pfahl et al. (2015); Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019) who revealed

the importance of moist processes to blocking onset.350

From a nonlinear barotropic vorticity equation, Shutts (1983) proposed a barotropic eddy straining mechanism by which the

transient eddies are compressed in the region of time-mean diffluent flow and the eddies energy is given up to the blocking flow

so as to maintain the blocking structure. In Shutts (1983), a wave maker is placed upstream of a stationary free Rossy wave of

dipole structure such that it provides transient eddies to amply the Rossy wave and prevent the dipole blocking structure from

being advected downstream by the mean westerly flow. Based on Mullen (1987), the wave maker of transient eddies should be355

located about a quarter wave length upstream of block-onset region. Here we may understand the wave maker as storm track

or upstream cyclogenesis that is capable of generating transient eddies. According to the definition of the Eady growth rate,

low static stability favors large Eady growth rate such that baroclinic eddies grow more rapidly in a more unstable atmosphere.

Hence we would surmise that, over upstream block-onset region, the static stability field should be relatively low such that the

wave maker generates baroclinic eddies more efficiently to maintain the blocking structure. This conjecture is in agreement360

with Penny et al (2010) who found that the Pacific midwinter suppression of storminess is due to the upstream high static

stability over Asia which suppresses eddy generation and thus reduces seeding for the Pacific storm track. For the future work,

we intend to verify this conjecture by performing a series of idealized numerical simulations in which static stability over the

wave maker region will be altered so that we will be able to examine how this modulation would influence the onset timing for

incipient blocking as well as blocking intensity.365
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